U of W MAKES ANOTHER INTERNATIONAL APPOINTMENT

Wollongong University is continuing its run of outstanding recent appointments with the announcement by the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Ken McKinnon, of the acceptance of a chair in education by OECD's Administrator at the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI), Dr. Carla Fasano.

Dr. Fasano's interest in Australia was fostered when she was brought to Australia by the federal government in 1983, for an advisory tour, consulting with government and non-government systems and academics in all States. As a scientist and educator of world distinction she will be warmly welcomed in Australia.

Dr. Fasano's initial career was in physics and astrophysics research, having taken her doctorate in astrophysics at the University of Geneva (winning on three occasions the Amelia Earhart Award for women who have distinguished themselves in aeronautics and space science). She has published research papers in German, French and English in that field. Subsequently she took an advanced degree in Psychology at the London School and joined OECD in the education program.

For the last nine years she has been Administrator at CERI where she has been involved in three main fields, curriculum, youth policies and education and technology, publishing books and studies and convening international conferences in these fields. Her most recent work relates to the potential and problems of using computers and other new technology in education.

Professor McKinnon said that he was delighted that Dr. Fasano would be coming to Wollongong, where she would add further strength to the already strong primary and secondary teacher education programs as well as contributing to the Centre for Policy Studies in Education. Having published in international literature in space science, psychology and education in three other languages in addition to her native Italian, she would be an important addition to the faculty.

Professor McKinnon also commented on the excellent calibre of staff being attracted to the University for all vacancies advertised recently, confirming both the availability of a pool of very good young academics in Australia and the reputation of the University.

UNIADVICE MOVES INTO CONFERENCE AND COURSE ORGANIZATION

Professor Peter Arnold advised that, in conjunction with Uniadvice, the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Wollongong conducted a course in the Pneumatic Conveying of Bulk Solids from 13th-15th February, at the University of Wollongong.

The pneumatic conveying of bulk solids is an old technique which is undergoing revolutionary developments and has the potential to revolutionise the handling of products such as coal, fertiliser, grain, cement, flyash and other bulk materials.

The course was attended by more than 40 representatives from industries and tertiary institutions throughout Australia.

A considerable part of the course was conducted by Dr. Stan Mason and Dr. Alan Reed from Thames Polytechnic in London. "Drs. Mason and Reed are the leaders of a vigorous research team in the United Kingdom which is at the forefront of its field", Professor Arnold said.

The course also featured local input from members of the University of Wollongong's Department of Mechanical Engineering, who are actively researching and developing pneumatic conveying techniques.

Professor Arnold stated that "while many engineers know little about the subject, its impact is being widely felt".
TALENTED MUSICIANS RECOGNISED

Two members of staff at the University are amongst ten conductors selected nationwide to work with the Queensland Symphony Orchestra at an ABC workshop in Brisbane.

David Vance, music development officer at the University is the music director of the University Singers and Theatre South and writes on music for the Sydney Morning Herald and Illawarra Mercury.

John Wayne Dixon, lecturer in the School of Creative Arts, has been music director of the City of Wollongong Symphony Orchestra for nine consecutive seasons.

Among the works Messrs. Dixon and Vance will prepare are the Brahms First Symphony, Mozarts Symphony No.39 and the Stravinsky ‘Firebird’ suite.

COURSES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

The University of Wollongong, as part of its involvement in the Australian College for Seniors, offered two one-week courses for Senior Citizens during the week beginning the 11th February, 1985.

The courses are: ‘Australian Studies’ given by Dr. Winifred Mitchell, which looks at a number of aspects of the Australian constitution and compares them with the American constitution and “Illawarra Ecosystems” given by Dr. Rob Whelan, which looks at the marine and wetlands ecosystems of the Wollongong area.

The Australian College for Seniors is a consortium of Universities and Colleges in Australia providing short courses for those in the over 55 age group. The courses were run in conjunction with Elderhostel, a similar organisation in the United States providing courses for American senior citizens. Forty American senior citizens attended the two courses at the University last week.

Mr. Peter Wood, the organiser of the courses at the University of Wollongong said that the courses are open to anyone in the 55+ age group. “As well as providing the opportunity for people in the over 55 group to come onto campus to study interesting topics for one week, the programme which began on the 11th February, provided the opportunity to meet socially and study with American senior citizens”.

Mr. Wood said that the College for Seniors concept is an exciting new area for the University and one that the University is keen to develop.

ASSERTION TRAINING by Beth Urwin

Many women find that their interaction with others, both at work and in their personal lives, is a source of considerable stress and difficulty. To be able to express your needs and opinions clearly while being aware of your own rights and the rights of others is part of developing your own personal power.

To this end, an Assertion Training Group for women will be conducted at the University Counselling Centre by Beth Urwin. The group will operate probably on one evening per week (although day time could also be possible) for 2 hours over 8 weeks. It will focus on:

1. discriminating between non-assertive, assertive and aggressive behaviours,

2. identifying and developing a belief system of personal rights and the rights of others,

3. identifying the irrational thinking which often precedes unassertive behaviour, and

4. practising alternative assertive responses to problematic situations.

This particular group is open to any woman affiliated with the University.

Contact Beth Urwin at the Counselling Centre or by phoning 27.0592 if you wish to participate or would like further information.

VISITING GERMAN PROFESSOR AT BOURKE

by Phil de Lacey

Professor Bernd Gasch spent the first week of February assisting Dr. de Lacey with the annual in-service teachers’ training course at Bourke. Begun as a professional maintenance and extension programme for preschool teachers some years ago, the course now attracts workers in helping professions and other teachers from Bourke and neighbouring towns (the closest is Brewarrina, 100 km east). Dr. Gasch lectured on intelligence growth and motivation, as well as assisting in workshops. He is currently with the Psychology Department, where he has been writing and voluntarily teaching in interviewing, assessment, counselling and applied psychology subjects. He is well published internationally in both journal articles and books, and has commenced a successful management consultancy service in Germany, which has now become independently viable, and has attracted international interest. He returns to his university at Dortmund, West Germany, in March. He has lectured and presented papers in a number of universities throughout the world in both English and German.

Campus Community Interface

FRIENDS SPECIAL WELCOME TO OVERSEAS STUDENTS

With the help of an Australian Development Assistance Bureau grant of over $500 the Friends of the University are giving a special welcome to the overseas students who are coming to the University in 1985.

Two events are planned and all members are welcome to attend (RSVP to Giles Pickford on 270073).

On Tuesday 19 February at 3.30 p.m. there will be an afternoon tea in the Union Common Room no charge.

On Friday 8 March the overseas students will be taken on a guided tour of Wollongong including the City Gallery and the Town Hall. The tour buses will leave the front of the Union Building at 3.00 p.m. At the end of the tour the buses will take the students to a BBQ at the top of Mt. Keira (starting at 6.30 p.m.) and the Friends are also invited to this event. If the weather is bad, or if there is a fire ban, the BBQ will be held in the Sports Pavilion starting at 6.30 p.m.

Could any member of the Friends who is interested in this project ring Giles Pickford on 270073 before 18 February.
General Notices

RETIREMENT DINNER FOR PROFESSOR BRINSON
FRIDAY 22 FEBRUARY 1985

Professor Geoffrey Brinson has officially retired from the academic staff of the University of Wollongong, but his involvement with the affairs of the University will continue for many years.

To mark his retirement, a dinner will be held in the Union Hall on Friday 22 February 1985 at 7.00 p.m., and it is hoped that friends and colleagues from all walks of Geoff’s professional activities will attend.

A three-course meal will be served, and the price, including wines, is $15 per head ($13.50 for students and pensioners). Please note that vegetarian meals can be provided, but only if ordered at the time of booking tickets.

Tickets can be obtained from the Department of Metallurgy. Bookings for the dinner close on Friday 15 February 1985.

UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE AT MONASH

A University of the Third Age will be launched at Monash next Tuesday to cater for active retired people in the south-east and southern suburbs.

Based on a concept which got off the ground in Europe several years ago, Universities of the Third Age (U3A) are being formed in three Melbourne locations: the city, Hawthorn and Monash. The “Third Age” in the title is defined as the age of active retirement.

They are quite different from existing establishments, resembling instead the original mediaeval universities in that people with a common interest form into groups to work at their own pace and standard, relying very much on self-help.

There are no academic requirements for examinations and the availability of subjects depends entirely on the formation of a viable group in any particular field.

One of the largest U3As is at Cambridge University, where courses include such specialties as the study of antiques and the history of gardens, as well as more general types covering language and the arts.

For further information, contact Dr. Jack McDonell, Director of the Monash Centre for Continuing Education, 9410811, ext. 2048.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG CLUB NEWS

Lunches commenced on Tuesday 12th February, and will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays during February. Cost will be $6.50 per head, and once again a high quality meal will be provided. We hope to introduce a third lunch day, on a trial basis, in March, and that will be on a Monday. Please support these lunches, as it depends on the support you give whether they will survive or not. If you have a party of five or more coming to lunch would you please advise Ted Ross on ext. 3942 so that he can advise the caterers in advance.

A General Meeting/Social Function will be held on Friday 22 March at 7.30 p.m. in the Club premises – wives, husbands and friends welcome. Two committees will be formed at this meeting, the Social Committee and the Building and Licensing Committee. We hope that many of you will be interested in election to either of these committees, giving you the opportunity to become more involved in the organisation of your Club. The cost of the meal $10.00 per head payable in advance to Ted Ross by Friday 15th March. BYO.

COFFS HARBOUR RADIO PERSONALITY VISITS UNIVERSITY

Lisa Miller, a year 10 student from Coffs Harbour, recently spent two weeks at the University of Wollongong, Institute of Advanced Education, as part of her work experience program. Her only work experience prior to this was the radio station 2CHY FM where she has conducted a breakfast shift every Friday for the past 18 months.

Her experience at the University centred mainly on innovative programs for disabled people in Illawarra conducted by Dr. Lyn Gow. However within the University she experienced aspects of academic life with Dr. Gow. She attended meetings, spent a day researching in the library and prepared two papers on her experience for publication.

Through the assistance of the many people she met at the University she felt that her experiences had been extremely worthwhile and her only regret was that it had not been longer.

Lisa plans to return to the University during 1985 to become involved in a research project with Dr. Gow.

THE ETHICS OF EXPERIMENTATION

The Human Experimentation Ethics Committee and the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee wish to bring to the attention of all staff and students that all research involving human and animal experimentation requires the approval of the relevant Committee. This includes research being conducted on grants, research being conducted independently and student research.

Where students are involved in human experimentation (as subjects) and are experiencing difficulties they should first approach the researcher in an attempt to resolve the problem. If the matter cannot be resolved, they should then approach the Human Experimentation Ethics Committee.
The two Committees last met on 30 January 1985 with the Human Experimentation Ethics Committee approving University Research Grants for:

Dr. L. Gow, School of Education  
Dr. S. Chow, Department of Psychology  
Dr. P. Milburn, School of Education  
Dr. S. Ginsberg, Department of Psychology

and the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee approving University Research Grants for:

Dr. A. Hulbert, Department of Biology  
Dr. H. Spencer, Department of Biology  
Dr. G. Delamore, Department of Metallurgy

Should any persons require further information on either Committee, please contact Professor A.M. Clarke, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, who is the Chairman of both Committees.

DEPUTY UNIVERSITY SECRETARY

Mr. Jim Langridge has been appointed Deputy University Secretary and is responsible for coordination of Building and Grounds, Planning and Development, and Staff and General Services sections.

Melda Hannam will act as Officer-in-Charge of the Planning and Development Section pending the appointment of a replacement.

De LACEY TO VISIT SASKATCHEWAN

Dr. de Lacey has been invited to the University of Saskatchewan as Visiting Scholar, with research assistance provided, to work with Professor Randhawa, Professor Hunt and others on long-term projects to study the growth of intelligence in sociocultural context and the processes of participation of minority groups within mainstream societies.

The visit is scheduled in the intersessional break mid-year, and will include a presentation, with Ms. Nicola Ronan of the Department of Psychology, to the Canadian Psychological Association in Montreal on enhancing the growth rate of young, minority-group children, in relation to their life chances for participation in mainstream society.

THE ASSOCIATION OF COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITIES

Copies of the 1984 editions of four A.C.U. Student Information Papers are now available in the Administration Student Enquiries Office.

- Postgraduate Study at Australian Universities  
- Postgraduate Study at Universities in Britain  
- Postgraduate Study at Canadian Universities  
- Postgraduate Study at New Zealand Universities

Each has been compiled in consultation with the registrars or graduate deans in the country concerned.

SCI—FACTS

The November 1984 issue of Sci-Facts, the Journal of the Department of Science and Technology, is available from the Editor. The contents include:

- Enterprise Workshop Finale  
- Marine Science Grants  
- National Research Fellowships  
- Innovation Forum  
- Patent System Review  
- New Head for BMRC  
- Biotechnology Grants  
- Computer Integrated Manufacturing  
- Aircraft Evaluation for Antarctica  
- New MIC Licences  
- NZ Science Policy  
- Australia-Japan Conference  
- Latest ASCENT published

UNIVERSITY AUTONOMY AND PUBLIC POLICIES: A SYSTEM THEORY PERSPECTIVE

A copy of the above article by Alex Clarke, Michael Hough and Ron Stewart, which was published in "Higher Education" 1984, is available from the Editor, ext. 3073.

AVCC News

As a result of a meeting held in November 1984 the AVCC has taken action concerning research funding - as follows:

AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH GRANTS SCHEME

The AVCC has written to the Prime Minister stressing the AVCC's concern about the funding for the Australian Research Grants Scheme. The AVCC has pointed out one of the most important aspects of the ARGS is the funding it provides for basic research in universities. Without basic research, the quality of applied research activity would decline.

While the Government has increased the funding of the ARGS from $22.4 million in 1983/84 to $23.8 million in 1984/85, only 332 out of 1,273 new applications (or 26%, compared with 46% last year) have received funding while 140 continuing projects (or 14% of total renewals) have been refused support. In all, 897 continuing projects (or 86% compared with 93% last year) have been funded, bringing the total number of projects supported in 1985 to 1,229, compared with 1,313 this year. This means that less than half of the 2,310 applications - totalling $65.8 million - have received funds and that 732 projects of excellence (compared with 361 last year, an increase of 103%) have been rejected. For the first time the committee has awarded 'nil' grants to 256 of the best researchers.

The AVCC has stressed that unless the amount of infrastructure money for basic research continues to increase, applied research in Australia will suffer and the efforts which the universities and industry are making towards closer collaboration will not be as fruitful as they might otherwise be. The AVCC has urged the Prime Minister not to neglect its funding of basic research through the ARGS.

QUEEN ELIZABETH II FELLOWSHIPS

The AVCC has written to the Minister for Science and Technology to express its serious concern about the decisions to transfer funds provided annually for 15 Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships to the National Research Fellowships Scheme, and to discontinue the Queen Elizabeth II Fellowships Scheme.
The QEII Fellowships have become international awards of distinction in science. They have become synonymous with outstanding ability and excellence, and their recipients have the lasting distinction of having been QEII Fellows. The Vice-Chancellors believe that it is very important to have such senior awards with a special designation and a higher level of stipend to acknowledge outstanding achievement and ability. While it is true that the overall number of research awards available through the merger with the National Research Fellowships Scheme is unlikely to change significantly, the prestige of the QEII Fellowships is likely to be lost.

Seminars

JUSTICE KIRBY — PUBLIC LECTURE

Justice Michael Kirby CMG will give a public lecture at the University on the topic “Work and Leisure: Must Australia be Boring?”.

The lecture is being given for the benefit of the Elderhostel classes currently being run at the University; but because of its importance it is being thrown open to the public.

The lecture will be held at 8 p.m. on Friday 15 February 1985 in Pentagon Theatre 2.

Justice Kirby CMG has Bachelor of Arts, Master of Laws and Bachelor of Economics degrees from the University of Sydney. He is the first Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission, a member of the International Commission of Jurists; and President of the Court of Appeals of the NSW Supreme Court.

UNION WORKSHOPS

The Union is running a series of workshops as follows:

Gentle Exercise 26.2.85 to 6.6.85
Massage 12.3.85 to 21.5.85
Nutrition 11.3.85 to 20.5.85
Typing 12.3.85 to 10.4.85
Photography 18.3.85 to 29.4.85
Spinning and Weaving 18.3.85 to 3.6.85

Enquiries to Kris Morgan on 270782.

AIM HOSPITALITY EVENING

The Australian Institute of Management will be holding a hospitality evening on Wednesday 20 February 1985 at 6.45 p.m. in the Illawarra County Council Building. Guest Speaker: Ed Woolf. Topic: Electronic Banking. RSVP before 18 February to 270075 Monday to Thursday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

COMPUTING IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS


Scholarships and Prizes

Details of the scholarships and prizes below are displayed on the Campus News Notice Board situated at 49 Northfields Avenue. Application forms are available from the Student Enquiries Office.

- Association of Commonwealth Universities
- Administrative Travelling Fellowships
- ACU Senior Travelling Fellowships
- Dept. of Education
- Norwegian Govt. Bursary
- Finnish Govt. Scholarships
- Italian Govt. Scholarships
- Danish Govt. Scholarships
- Short Intensive Language Course at the Beijing Language Institute (88-2-2 refers)
- Oxford
- Rhodes Visiting Fellowship for Women
- Charles Strong Trust
- Prize for best essay on world religions ($500)
- American Astronomical Society
- Henri Chretien Awards

Job Vacancies

Details of the following positions are displayed on the Campus News Notice Board situated at 49 Northfields Avenue.

- Adelaide
  - Social Worker in Cancer
  - Postdoctoral Fellows in Plant Virology, Genetics
  - Lecturer/Snr. Lecturer in Commerce (Finance)
  - Librarian Gr. II
  - Tutor in Physics
  - Computing Officer Gr. I

- NSW
  - Professor of Finance
  - Professor of Chemical Engineering
  - Professor of Accountancy

- Western Aust.
  - Lectureship in Anthropology (Aboriginal Studies)

- Otago N.Z.
  - Assistant Lecturer in Statistics
  - Lecturer in Statistics

- United Nations
  - Various Posts

- Newcastle
  - Sr. Lecturer in Management

COMING UP: SENIOR CITIZENS DAY AT THE UNIVERSITY

21 MARCH — UNION HALL
Concerts, Exhibitions and Entertainment

UNION CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

Let's Make It a Colourful Start to 1985.

Come out, dress up, present your Club to old and new students and make it a colourful event on Tuesday 26th February, 1985.

12.00 - 2.00 p.m. around the duck pond and figtrees.
Table and 2 chairs supplied. You can design your own setup.

Further enquiries and table bookings contact Kris Morgan or Paul Manning a.s.a.p. Union Office (Gate 2) or ext. 3781.

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR LUNCHEON CONCERTS

Tell your friends about the 1985 International Youth Year Series of lunchtime concerts.

Session 1
5th March Spanish American School of Dancing
18th March Edmund Rice College Band
2nd April School of Creative Arts
16th April Sandra O'Brien - Piano Player - National Piano Comp. place winner
30th April Conservatorium - Chamber Music Group
7th May Keira High
21st May Smith's Hill - 'Sound Advice'
26th May School of Creative Arts

More details about Session 2 Concerts will be published later in "Campus News".

UNION JAZZ & PIANO BAR HAPPENINGS

Jazz at the Uni Opening Show
Union Hall, Saturday 2nd March, 1985, at 8.00 p.m.
James Morrison and Don Harper's Australian Jazz Ensemble

Jazz in the Southern Lounge starts Friday 8th March, 1985 - 7.00 - 10.00 p.m. It's free.

Piano Bar in the Common Room starts Tuesday 26th February, 1985. Open 5.00 - 10.00 p.m. Live entertainment, bar service, relaxing atmosphere.

Bring your friends along - A group booking of 10 and you receive a voucher for a free meal in the Bistro. Book before 4.30 p.m. any Tuesday.

Southern Lounge Entertainment starts Thursday 28th February, 1985. 6.30 - 9.30 p.m. Shaylee Wilde then down to the rock arena of the Union Hall till 1.00 p.m.

TALENT ROUNDUP

Kris Morgan, the Union's Cultural and Activities Officer, needs talented people in the fields of music, art and design to help in entertainment happenings throughout 1985. She will be auditioning in the Southern Lounge at these times:

21st March - 8.00 - 11.00 p.m.
18th April - 6.30 - 9.30 p.m.
6th June - 6.30 - 9.30 p.m.

To audition contact Kris Morgan, Union Office, Tuesday to Friday or phone ext. 3781 a.s.a.p. Don't miss out.

CITY OF WOLLONGONG SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 1985 PROGRAMME

'Main Classical Series' - Three Saturday evenings 8.00 p.m. - Wollongong Town Hall

March 9 Angela Stender, Alexandra Stender, violin; Vanessa Woodhill, Michael Scriven, recorders; Glenda Snyder, organ; University Singers; David Vance, guest conductor.
Bach - Concerto in D Minor for two violins
Brandenburg Concerto No.4 in G
Handel - Organ Concerto in B Flat Op.7 No3
'Hallelujah'
Bach - Cantata No.80 'Ein Feste Burg'

May 25 Antony Peebles, piano; John Wayne Dixon, conductor
Scarlatti - Keyboard Sonatas
Greig - Piano Concerto in A Minor
Schubert - Symphony No.3 in D

November John Stender, Violin; Keith Steele, viola; 16
John Wayne Dixon, conductor
Dixon - Overture For a Holiday
Stamitz - Sinfonia Concertante in D
Vaughan Williams - Symphony No.5 in D

All artistic details subject to alteration

'Blue Denim Series' - Two Saturday evenings 8.00 p.m. - Wollongong Town Hall

April 20 Savoy Nights
Selections from favourite shows from the Gilbert and Sullivan era
Conductor: John Wayne Dixon

August 17 Hollywood Nights
Music from your best-loved shows from stage and screen
Conductor: John Wayne Dixon

'Blue Denim' Series generously sponsored by 2WL Position 13. Patrons are welcome to subscribe to both series. Tell your friends about the advantages of subscribing ... Subscribe now and save $$$

ILLAWARRA MUSIC CLUB

The Sydney Mandolins - Friday 22 February - Town Hall Theatre at 8.00 p.m.

The musical sound that has taken Sydney by storm comes to Wollongong - the fabulous Sydney Mandolin Ensemble, with Adrian Hooper as Conductor.

HAVE YOU ASKED UNIADVICE TO HELP ORGANIZE YOUR CONFERENCES AND SPECIAL SHORT COURSES?
ENQUIRIES TO PETER SOPHIOS - 270076
Advertisements

Advertisements in "Campus News" are repeated each week until withdrawn, OR, until new advertisements push the old ones off the end of the column, whichever occurs first.

HOLIDAY HOUSE FOR RENT

Batemans Bay - modern comfortable cottage, 2 bathrooms, accom. 5/6, bush setting, minutes from beaches, golf club and town. Enquiries: Tel. 291380 a.h.

LOST

1 package containing a box of Sartorius filter separators. A pacel containing 20 rolls of red and 20 rolls of orange, 2.5 cm wide plastic tape. If you have seen it, please ring Ann Lee ext. 3005.

HOUSE FOR RENT


HOUSE FOR SALE

Mount Ousley - 10 minutes walk to University. 3 bedrooms, double garage, quiet neighbourhood - located in Ramah Avenue. $67,500 or nearest offer. More information at 273410 - after business hours.

CAMPERVAN FOR SALE, TOYOTA HI-ACE, DIESEL

Prof. and wife are driving across to Sydney/Melbourne area from Perth, arriving mid-March. We wish to sell the van at that point as we are going on to N.Z.

The van is a professional conversion, by Safari Campers, of Yagoona, Sydney. It was originally licensed in NSW, so that there should be no problem getting it re-registered. It meets all the safety requirements etc.

Offers in vicinity of $9,800 considered, subject of course to purchaser's inspection, road-test etc.

Contact: Prof. E.L. Heasell, Dept. of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, W.A. 6009. Telephone: Uni. office 380-3366, Dept. office (messages) 380-3107, Home 389-1405.

ANYONE PLANNING A TRIP TO NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.?

I would like to contact persons who are interested in exchanging sleeping accommodation (no meals) in their home with sleeping accommodations (no meals) in my home in Pleasant Hill, California. Pleasant Hill is approximately 35 miles from San Francisco. I will be visiting Australia in April 1985. You could come to stay in our home at any time in the future. We also have a cabin at Lake Tahoe which is located in the mountains and is a summer and winter resort. The cabin would also be available for your use.

My husband is a teacher. I am a registered nurse and work in a psychiatric hospital. We have one daughter who works and lives in Oakland. Oakland is 10 miles from San Francisco.

If you are interested in exchanging sleeping accommodation please contact me by mail (air mail) Thank you. Marie McRae, 25 Belmont Court, Pleasant Hill, California 94523.

FIGTREE HEIGHTS — HOME FOR SALE

Spacious 4 bedroom b/v house, corner site terraced easy-care garden. Large sun filled timber decks, gas BBQ. Designed for indoor/outdoor entertaining. Features include tiled entrance foyer, spacious living, dining area, family room, lge. modern kitchen, dishwasher and microwave oven. Main bathroom plus 2 ensuites, modern laundry. Additional attraction second family room with ensuite and private balcony suitable for granny flat, teenagers or second entertainment area. Located 10 mins. drive from University, close to shopping centre, transport and schools. Inspection through Bill Wright 286594 (a.h.) or 281411 (work).

FOR SALE

Minolta SRT101 (Black body) - Standard Lens, 35mm Lens, 135mm Lens, Slide Copier, Bellows, Lens hoods, many filters, flash, camera bag, instruction book, other accessories - $500 complete.

Dual Amplifier and two speakers, purchased in Germany - $150.

Bernina 810B Super Sewing Maching (fully portable) - $400.

"Stockli" Swiss beaten copper fondue pot etc. - $80.


Phone Sitadevi 270567 or 273190.

FLAT OR HOUSE WANTED FOR SEMESTER 1

(February 10 - June 30 approx.)

Visiting Professor from University of Hawaii requires furnished accommodation for the above period. Would also consider the lease of a car for the same period. Contact Bill Winser ext. 3560 or Ted Booth ext. 3081 if you are aware of an opportunity that could assist the visiting professor.

ORIENTATION COMPETITION

National Australia Bank for on-campus Banking.

Enter our 1985 University of Wollongong Orientation Competition. Win 1 of 6 $100 Text Book Vouchers.

Full details at University Branch.
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